Streams are a class of ubiquitous data that came in over time and are extraordinary large in scale that we often lose track of. Basically, text streams forms the fundamental source of information that can be used to detect semantic topic which individuals and organizations are interested in as well as detect burst events within communities. Thus, intelligent system that can automatically extract interesting temporal pattern from text streams is terribly needed; however, Evolutionary Pattern Mining is not well addressed in previous work. In this paper, we start a tentative research on topic evolutionary pattern mining system by discussing fully properties of a topic after formally definition, as well as proposing a common and formal framework in analyzing text streams. We also defined three basic tasks including (1) online topic Detection, (2) event evolution extraction and (3) topic property life cycle, and proposed three common mining algorithms respectively. Finally we exemplify the application of Evolutionary Pattern Mining and shows that interesting patterns can be extracted in newswire dataset.
I. INTRODUCTION
Along with the rapid development of computer network science and information technology, especially with the emergence of the era of web2.0 which is primarily characterized by blogs, Wikipedia etc., the data created by netizens has greatly exceed the speed of retrieving data. Among them, most of which are in the form of text which plays an important role in the diffusion of knowledge and information exchange. People are surrounded by such kind of data: typically, they are potentially infinite, arrive continuously and rapidly with large scale and always with time stamp. We refer such type of text data as Text Streams which is frequently studied by lots of researchers in recent years due to information overload and other challenges brought by it. Terminal user is the center of web2.0 applications, which brings life to Internet, however large amount of network rubbish, meanwhile, is produced. In the era of information explosion, web text content continuously produced by the user, thus, an analysis tool which can automatically extract, classify topic and track the trend of topic in time is highly required.
Text Streams is rapidly growing on the Internet. These data are produced in an enormous quantity, and contains a strong temporal ordering, and so we define this type of data i.e. text streams as textual data record that are of great amount, changes rapidly, arrives over time in a continuous order. We can learn from the definition that text streams are 1) continuous, 2) real time, 3) ordered, 4) dynamic changing and 5) latent infinite, according to which the process algorithm on text streams are required to meet the following special demands: the algorithms are required to 1) run in real time and 2) to perform in incremental scheme for the impossibility to access historical text data and 3) to take time dimension into account for the temporal order of the arriving documents and finally 4) to update model's parameter due to the dynamically change that the latent topic changes [1] . So we should build a self-adaptive model which can meet all requirements mentioned above.
The target of text stream analysis is to discover latent semantic structure we called topic inside it as well as the trends that each event extract from text stream evolves over time. We call that process Evolutionary Pattern Mining (EPM). Let's take science literature for example; it's very useful for the uninitiated to track the development of a specific field for the past years. This can help the uninitiated shorten research cycle during reviewing period and choose research direction according to the trends consequently. Another typical example is short message from chat room application; it's also helpful for a new comer to figure out what's happening currently and which topic people are talking about, though this may be accomplished by viewing historical chat logs line by line. EPM may have multiple applications in many field such as newswire, blog, Wikipedia, twitter etc. Since it reflects certain changes over time, there are some implicit topics or trends hidden in it. In fact text streams are ubiquitous and unstructured which make it a thorny problem to solve. How to extract and mine potential topic from large number of text streams and automatically process temporal text data in the modern era of information explosion undoubtedly turn out to be great practical significance. Topic is considered to be an efficient tool to summarizing text semantically due to lots of research on topic model. The elementary of the entire task we describe above is topic modeling, without which the following work cannot be done efficiently and effectively, so we mainly focuses on formulation of EPM, and how to extract topic and event over time.
Much of the research in mining knowledge from text streams focuses on the description of new events and its latent feature or on how to cluster online documents. Qin He [2] represented burst feature for clustering in order to discover the latent busty evolution structure in text streams. Yu-Bao Liu [3] presented two online clustering algorithms OCTS and OCTSM for the clustering of massive text data streams which can capture the real-time semantics of text data streams and speed up the clustering process at the same time. They both fail to describe the abstraction properties of topics, only focus on events which can be seen as an instance of a topic. In this paper, we investigate deeply into the feature of a topic and elaborate it using ontology theory so as to capture both the semantic and content feature from one perspective, and to capture both space and time feature from another perspective.
Much of the previous work on text streams focuses either on topic life cycle or topic evolution, both of which is considered independent of each other. Ahmed [4] [10] present a scalable probabilistic model for extracting story-lines in news and blogs. A critical feature for disambiguating story-lines is time. Story-lines come and go, and it makes little sense to try to associate a document with a storyline that has not been seen over a long period of time. Although that probabilistic model strictly make clear distinction between topics and story-lines, they only plot the storyline according to topic or event happened in certain time, and thus fail to recognize the cause relationship between each pair of topics. In fact, It is obvious that any two events may be dependent on each other. Hong, L. [5] propose a model in automatically analyzing multiple correlated text streams with their temporal behavior in a principled way. They extend topic models by allowing each text stream to have local topics and shared topics. This approach overcomes several theoretical problems of previously proposed models for similar problems. Although that model associate each topic with a time-dependent function that characterizes its popularity over time, only time is involved in analyze two topics, and thus is far from modeling the latent association especially any two topics over time. In this paper, we define two major evolution pattern mining task based on online topic detection which is build on the topic definition using ontology theory, i.e. topic property life cycle and event based topic evolution.
The main contributions of this work are as follows: 1. We propose a framework in which the basic concept is formally introduced, including topic evolutionary pattern mining and three basic task. 2. We proposed a model based on a topic semantic hierarchy tree structure, in which we take full advantage of the characteristics of domain ontology, and build mapping between topic concept and ontology theory.
3. We elabarate three tasks based on topic structure modeling, which is considered to be the key functions of a text streams mining system. 4. We illustrate the empirical result using real online newswire data, and it can be seen from results that our method and frame can discover interesting evolution patterns. The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. In Sec. II we supply the related work and the state of the art on EPM in text streams. We study deeply on topic and its use in capturing the latent semantic structure, and gives an explicitly definition on Topic and related concept in detail as well as three basic tasks in it including Online Topic Detection, Event Evolution and Topic property life cycle Construction in Sec. III. We will analyze these three tasks and give an overall technology which might shed light on them in Section IV, respectively. Finally an empirical result was showed in Sec. V using newswire data as our dataset.
II. RELATED WORK
Our work have much to do with that of TDT, which provides a discussion for real-time news event monitoring and tracking application and a technical platform and aims to develop news understanding system, support component technology of general evaluation framework. TDT evaluation meeting started from 1997 to 2004, and topic detection in text streams is and will be a longstanding problem in the next years. NIST website describes TDT research reports and evaluation methodologically. Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) which was created by University of Pennsylvania is a crucial part of TDT. It includes TDT2, TDT3 and TDT4 from 1998 to 2003 respectively which is used as TDT testing corpora, among which Pilot Study corpus includes about 16000 stories for theme detection and tracking evaluation [6] . In our experiment, we adopt newswire corpus as our dataset that crawled from yahoo.com just for convenience.
Probability Topic Model (pTM) is a popular model that analyze text corpus based on probability theory. It hypothesizes that there is a hidden variables which represent a topic related to the observed text documents. Topic model do automated unsupervised learning from text document using hierarchical Bayesian model method [1] . The most outstanding pTM is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) first proposed and studied by David Blei in 2003 [7] . LDA is a three-layer framework of Bayesian network model, and can be seen as a generative process that all the documents are automatically generated from it. However it depends on bags of words (BOW), where each topic is characterized by a distribution over selected words. On the reverse, each word in a corpus is assumed to have generated by a latent topic. The joint probability of a certain document and correspondent latent topic can be written by
where φ = {φ 1 , φ 2 , …, φ K } is used to define the word generation, which refers to a conditional distribution
representing the conditional distribution of each of the word in vocabulary over each latent topic. We get the likelihood of the complete corpus by obtaining joint distribution of all the documents according to LDA Bayesian network in Fig. 1 (a) [7] . Usually it's intractable to inference all the nodes variable except the shaded node which implies an observable variable. There are several approximate inference methods that can perform parameter estimation including Gibbs sampling, mean field theory and variational EM inference. However LDA model is used to model static text corpus, and can't afford to do incremental process. Many models employ Markov assumption over state transitions in time to take the time line into account, but time is discretized which is not the case in practical application. A Topics over time model (TOT) is introduced by Xuerui Wang and Andrew McCallum in 2006, the graphical model representation of which is shown in Fig. 1 (b) [8] . TOT avoids discretization by associating with each topic a continuous distribution over time. Gibbs sampling is used for parameter estimation in this generative process. Compared with LDA, the only difference is that for each document d a timestamp t d is drawn from a Beta distribution Beta(γ). TOT is a model that jointly models word co-occurrences and localization temporally in a continuous way.
While traditional time series modeling focused on continuous data, Blei and Lafferty proposed a dynamic topic model (dTM) which is to use state space models on natural parameter space of latent topic multinomials, as well as on the natural parameters for the logistic distributions used for modeling the document-specific topic proportions. The graphic representation of a dTM is illustrated in Fig. 1 (c) [9] , in which natural parameter of each topic β tk evolve over time, and mean parameter α t is the logistic Gaussian distribution for the topic proportions. Blei estimated the parameters of dTM by both variational Kalman Filtering and variational wavelet regression. For text streams, the discrete time method will lead to issue of choosing appropriate time span, which vary according to different fields, different type of text streams and different users. Full Bayesian approach has gained a lot in statistics problems especially parametric estimation which can no longer meet the need of practical application when the hypothesis model is unknown to us with the development of nonparametric statistics approach. There is an inherent drawback in standard parametric method which strongly depends on the hypothesis of data distribution. In order to solve problems of lack of prior distribution class in the space of parameter, Bayesian non parametric method is used widely in text analysis especially in EPM for text streams [10] . It's a promoting methods that the Dirichlet process which is the basis tools of Bayesian nonparametric is used as prior in many applications to meet with two desirable properties proposed by Ferguson in 1973 [11] .
All the methods above or in fact take no hierarchical structure of topic as well as little formulation of EPM in text streams into consideration, so we would like to give an overview framework on it in Sec. III, based on which we will do further discussion.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we will give a description of what EPM is about. Ontology can be represented as a collection of quintuple form { , , , , } O C R P I A  , where C denotes concept set; R represents a collection of relations between concepts; P is the attribute set of concepts, including the attribute name and attribute value; I is denoted as instance set related to concept collection; A stands for ontology axiom sets. According to Ontology theory, we use a particular topic structure model which forms the foundation of our EPM [14] . The corresponding relationship between research object and ontology as well as topic concept and research content involved in our paper is shown in figure below.The idea is motivated by [12] while there are many differences compared with ours. Firstly, the former one only discussed topic and did not give an explicit definition on event, while we take hierarchical structure into account for topic, and regard event as an instance of a topic furthermore, we define an topic ontology which will learn to self-construction with more and more documents arrives. The meaning of Topic we mentioned here is not exactly the same as that of theme mentioned in [12] . Secondly, the former one only described strength on the topic, while we extend it to one of topic's property that there are many property according to a certain topic. We take attention and impact for example although there will be many of that.
Finally, the former one considered evolution graph discovery only on theme, while we break that limit and consider a Bayesian network on event transition, where the arc between two nodes refers to event transition. While this type of directed acyclic graph is constructed with time goes, it will be very helpful for many application such that someone that are interested in tracking the root cause event and many types of analysis can perform based on event network. The whole framework of EPM is shown in Fig. 2 , and several important concepts are defined as follows. 
Definition 4: event. event is a particular thing that happened in a specific time and place, along with all necessary preconditions and unavoidable consequences [9] . We denote an event by E = {time, place, object, action, topic} where time and place refer to a specific time and place where and when E happened, while object and action is the core object and action that an event involve. These four elements forms the meta information of an event. Topic is the topic that the event instance longs to. it can be seen as an instance of one or more topic, i.e. the specific implementation of a topic.
Definition 5: topic. topic is an abstract set of series of events. We describe a certain topic as 12 [ , ,..., ] V     . Note that there is a hierarchical structure among topics. For a single Topic, there are many properties in it. In this paper, we propose two common properties of a topic i.e. impact and attention. The definition of event is cited by TDT, but the difference is that we treat event as an instance of a certain topic which is similar to that in Ontology or Object Oriented theory.
Definition 6: timeline. timeline is a coordinate axis where horizontal axis denotes the time and vertical axis refers to some quantity that we are interested in.
Definition 7: Topic Ontology Tree(TOT). TOT is a hierarchical network structure that mapped each of the topic into a tree structure. We denote TOT by TOT { , , , , }
TE T P E T H 
, where P is the set of properties according to each T, while R is the set of relationships between two topic T i and Tj . A represents axiom that facilitate reasoning.
Definition 8: topic property. Topic properties are related to specific domain, and are often used to represent some statistical characteristics of a certain topic, involving property name and property value. Let Pname be a property name, the topic property function is denoted by T Pname (.), pname T : , N T R  , which is a real value function, and we can index the timeline for various types of line indicating various topic using positive integer time axis. Topic attribute values can also be normalized, so as to make the attribute value in [0,1]. topic property values often associated with specific topic and time, involving topic evolution pattern.
Definition 9: impact. impact is an important property of a topic that measures how much effect a topic produce. We denote the impact in line of dashes in subfigure task 3 in Fig. 3 
. We denote the impact of topic T as im(T), where im(T)∈[0, +∞).
Definition 10: attention. attention is another important property of a topic that measures how much attention people pay on a certain topic. the impact is illustrated in solid line in subfigure task 3 in Fig. 3 
. We denote the attention of topic T as att(T), where att(T) ∈[0, +∞).
Definition 11: event transition. event transition is the measure of how much relationship between an event E i and another event E j . Actually we can get the main idea about what has happened, and which event is the direct cause of a specific event. For example, Japan tsunami and nuclear leak are both caused by an 8.9 earthquake in March 11st in 2011 in which the event Japan tsunami in March 11st, 2011 and event Japan nuclear leak crisis in March, 2011 is the transitions of the event 8.9 earthquake in Japan in March 11st in 2011, each of which may have a value of 0.95 event transition on this earthquake event. While the event South Korea anti-nuclear demonstrations may have a lower value of event transition on Japan earthquake event. We denote event transition as
tET(E1;E2), in which tET(E1;E2) ≠ tET(E2;E1) and tET(E1;E2)
There are three basic tasks which form a whole framework of EPM in text streams, i. e. Online Topic Detection, Event evolution pattern extraction and topic property life cycle construction. We will give an overview about these three tasks in Sec. IV.
IV. MODELS AND ALGORITHMS

A. Topic Structure Modeling
Topic structural modeling is the foundation of topic detection. In order to describe the abstraction property of topic, i.e. multi-granularity, we use a hierarchy tree structure topic model based on a semantic hierarchy which will be published in [14] . This model taked full advantage of the characteristics of domain ontology, and take mapping respectively from topic concept to ontology theory. Combined with the theory of probability, the concept from Concept list is expressed in the topic tree leaf nodes, and the nodes in each layer are multinomial distributed in the next layer node, making it more suitable for describing the topic granularity structure in text streams. To facilitate the spatial structure of the theme, we propose topic similarity and event correlation computation method. Figure 4 . If the number of concepts in the list is 3, a topic may be regarded as a particular point in three-dimensional space, thus topic can be defined in a simplex space over concept space
Since topic can be represented as a discrete distribution, we measure topics similarity using KL divergence. For KL divergence is not a symmetric measure, we use the following equation instead.
Event transition degree can be seen as a binary function, describing to what extent the initial cause on subsequent events, due to the irreversibility of time, the transfer degree is irreversible, so we need to add some limitations. For the events of the measurement method of the transfer time of the events, we take into account metadata information together with discrete distribution of events. 
(t t )) (1 ) KL( || ) 
where parameter θ controls the effect caused by time interval, and λ is the weight parameter allocating weight between meta information and topic information.
B. Task 1: Online Topic Detection
When a certain document in text stream arrives, an online topic detection task is performed. The arriving document is marked in yellow. We formulate online topic detection as below. In this algorithm, we can take topic models such as LDA to identify single topics use sliding window technique, and meta-information of a event can be extracted using OCTSM [3] . We denote an event by an ellipse and a specific color shaded on it which represents a specific topic. Note that this task must be performed in an incremental scheme. The first output of this task is an event with a timestamp together with an assigned topic. The second output of this task is a topic ontology which will learn to self-construct with the time goes as well as an ever-increasing Topic List. After the first task, we would perform Event Evolution Extraction and Topic Property Life Cycle based on the work online topic detection has done.
C. Task 2: Event Evolution Extraction
Event evolution extraction is based on We formulate event evolution extraction as below. Here the value of threshold η is choosing empirically. Note that the construction of EBN will be a NP hard problem as time goes on. However every path in the EBN gives user an explicit outline on how an event is involving to another event over time. This task would be the most difficult among three basic tasks due to the specification of threshold value as well as its incremental scheme.
D. Task 2: Event Evolution Extraction
Dynamic property life-cycle Construction is based on the work done by task 1. This construction process is often quite different from task 2 which focuses on EBN construction. It's quite easy to perform after an explicit definition on all types of property. We have defined two important property attention and impact and we will do experiment on both of them in Sec. 4. We formulate event evolution extraction as below. Topic property life cycle Construction also requires an incremental scheme. Now all three tasks are specified, we will describe how we design experiment as well as the dataset used in it.
V. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
A. Data
In this Section we design experiment with real newswire story dataset which is captured by Open source crawler software Heritrix 1.14.0 with our own filter and extractor which extract only the newswire story in Yahoo news homepage. We have captured a total of 2657 effective .html files used in our experiments. Before performing experiment we transform all html file and extract the news story content into txt files with timestamps, source urls and titles.
B. Experiment, Result and Discussion
In order to stimulate text stream environment, we perform Online Topic Detection while Heritrix is crawling files from internet. We do these two jobs in the meantime when we set the arriving time stamp as the time stamp extracted from .txt format file ranging from Mar. 2011 to Apr. 2011. Due to time limit we only do these tasks using measures defined in equations (2) and (3) just to show this framework can extract interesting patterns from text stream. We focus on three topic which including the Japan earthquake, Japan tsunami and anti-nuclear demonstration with two property of these three topics i. e. attention and impact. We will abbreviate anti-nuclear demonstration as demonstration. The result is shown in Fig. 5, 6 and 7. We can obtain From Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 that: The earthquake and tsunami in Japan happened simultaneously. So the data of impact and attention are produced at the same time. Though impact and attention of earthquake are more than those of tsunami at the first time, people concerns tsunami more and longer afterwards due to nuclear explosions.
From Fig. 5, 6 and Fig. 7 we can also obtain that: (1) The value of attention alters from low to high, then from high to low, while the value of impact alters from low to high. That's because an event may cause many sub events. The value of impact of the event is the sum of the value of impact of the sub events. (2) Demonstration event happened on Feb 22nd, so there is no impact and attention before that time. As this event is a matter of people, so the values of impact and attention increased sharply but lasted short. In order to perform event transition task, we use online-LDA [9] to identify single topics use sliding window technique, and meta-information of a event can be extracted using OCTSM [3] . Experiment shows that under our framework and algorithms we can draw event based topic evolution graph using equation (3) , and the detail figure can be shown in Fig. 8 , where the rectangle represents event associated topic, and the line between two topics stands for the correlation strength. The thick the line is, the bigger the transition degree is.
From the figure above, we can see that after Earthquake happened in Japan in March 11st, 2011, Tsunami was taken place in Japan soon after that in two days, and the event Earthquake is considered to be the direct cause of Tsunami for the transition degree is almost 1. Caused by Tsunami, Fukushima Power station was forced to migrate to other place, so we can see from Fig.  8 that this event is actually Nuclear lead crisis. And in April 12nd, 2011, Tepco company had been processing Nuclear lead Crisis from earlier to about May later. At the same time, for Korea is next to the sea domain the nulear lead happened, In December 2011, protesters demonstrated in Seoul and other areas after the government announced it had picked sites for two new nuclear plants. We can see that this Japan nulear lead event is the major blasting fuse that cause anti-nuclear demonstration happened.
VI. CONCLUSION
For Evolutionary Pattern Mining is not well addressed in previous work, we started a tentative study on EPM in Text Stream in this paper by discussing the properties of a topic in detail after formally define it. We proposed a common and formal framework in analyzing text stream and defining three basic tasks in it including Online Topic Detection, Event Evolution Extraction and Dynamic property Life cycle construction. Finally we exemplify the application of EPM and shows that interesting patterns can be extracted in newswire dataset. This is an overview work and there are many issues involved in this framework such as how to perform incremental algorithm using Bayesian Nonparametric method, how to specify adaptive the value of threshold. We will do some further research especially on these three individual tasks, respectively.
